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Glossary of abbreviations
AM Amplitude modulation
EEG Electroencephalography/Electroencephalogram
ERP Event-related brain potential
HRTF Head-related transfer function
IID Interaural intensity difference
ISI Interstimulus interval (offset-to-onset interval)
ITD Interaural time difference
MEG Magnetoencephalography/Magnetoencephalogram
MMN Mismatch negativity
SOA Stimulus onset asynchrony (onset-to-onset interval)
SSA Stimulus-specific adaptation
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Abstract
In our everyday acoustic environments sounds emitted by different sources usually
interfere with each other before arriving to the ears. A key function of the auditory system is
to disentangle the resulting mixture in order to provide us with consistent information about
the identity and location of sound sources. This function has been termed auditory stream
segregation. Auditory stream segregation has been most often studied by presenting listeners
with two interleaved sound sequences. This stimulus configuration is typically perceived
either in terms of one or two coherent sound sequences (termed streams). During longer
exposure to such sound sequences perception typically switches back and forth between the
alternatives (termed auditory bi-/multistability). In our own studies, multistable sound
sequences were delivered to listeners whose task was to continuously mark their perception of
the sounds. The overall aim of the research summarized in the thesis was to investigate how
different auditory cues influence the segregation of auditory streams and to discover
electrophysiological correlates of auditory stream segregation. Some auditory cues, such as
difference in pitch have been shown to promote the dominance of one of the possible
percepts. These have been termed “percept-inducing” cues. In contrast, some cues, such as the
presence of separate regular feature patterns in two interleaved sequences, only help in
maintaining one of the percepts once it has already became dominant. These have been
termed “percept-stabilizing” cues. In separate studies, we found that separation in the
frequency of amplitude modulation as well as temporal overlap between the tones belonging
to the two interleaved sequences, and somewhat surprisingly, also the presence of separate
melodies in the two sequences acted as percept-inducing cues. By measuring event-related
brain potentials (ERP) we found that the auditory P1 and N1 components elicited by repetitive
regular sounds as well as later ERP responses elicited by rare deviant sounds varied as a
function of the alternative sound organization perceived by the listener. Furthermore we
implemented a paradigm appropriate for testing auditory foreground-background processing.
Measuring ERPs in this paradigm showed percept-dependent differences in the P1
component. Therefore, these ERP components can be used to study auditory stream
segregation also when it is not possible or desirable to ask listeners to mark their perception
(e.g., young children).
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Kivonat
A mindennapi életben a fülünkbe jutó hangok általában egyszerre több forrásból
érkező, frekvenciájukban és időben átfedő, egymással interferáló jeleket tartalmaznak. A
hallórendszernek szét kell tudni választani az így létrejövő keveréket a különböző
hangforrások által kibocsátott jelekre. Ezt a folyamatot hallási jelenet-elemzésnek nevezzük.
A hallási jelenet-elemzés vizsgálata rendszerint olyan kísérleti körülmények között történik,
ahol a vizsgálati személyeknek bemutatott inger két különböző hangsor hangjait tartalmazza
összekeverve. Ezeket a hangsorokat általában egy vagy több koherens hangsorként (hallási
lánc) észleljünk. Ilyen hangsorok hosszabb idejű hallgatása esetén az észlelés nem stabil,
hanem váltakozva halljuk a többféle lehetséges hangszerveződést (hallási bi-/multistabilitás).
Kísérleteinkben multistabilitást elősegítő hangsorok bemutatása során folyamatosan nyomon
követtük a vizsgálati személyek észlelését. A disszertációban összefoglalt kutatások célja a
különböző jelzőmozzanatoknak a hallási láncok szétválasztására tett hatásának vizsgálata,
valamint ezen folyamatok elektrofiziológiai korrelátumainak leírása volt. Néhány
jelzőmozzanat, mint például a hangmagasság különbség, elősegíti valamelyik alternatív
hangszerveződés dominanciáját. Ezeket „észlelés indukáló” jelzőmozzanatoknak nevezzük.
Más jelzőmozzanatok, mint például a különböző szabályos mintázatok jelenléte az egyes
hangláncokban, csak a már észlelt hallási láncok fenntartását segítik elő. Ezeket „észlelés
stabilizáló” jelzőmozzanatoknak nevezzük. Kísérleteinkben azt találtuk, hogy a hangok
közötti amplitúdó modulációs frekvencia-különbség, az időbeli átfedés az egyes hangsorok
hangjai között, és, meglepő módon, a különböző dallamok jelenléte az egymással összekevert
hangsorokban észlelés indukáló hatást fejtettek ki. Eseményfüggő agyi potenciál (EAP)
vizsgálatainkban azt tapasztaltuk, hogy a szabályosan ismétlődő hangok által kiváltott P1 és
N1 EAP komponensek, valamint a ritka, szabálysértő hangok által kiváltott késői
komponensek észlelés-függő változást mutattak. Továbbá, egy új ingerparadigmát
adaptáltunk, amely lehetőséget termet az előtér-háttér feldolgozásának tanulmányozására. Az
ennek a paradigmának segítségével mért EAP válaszok észlelésfüggő P1 komponens
különbségeket mutattak ki. Ezek alapján a fent említett EAP komponensek jól alkalmazhatóak
a hallási láncok szétválasztásának vizsgálatára olyan esetekben is, amikor nem lehetséges,
vagy nem célszerű a vizsgálati személyek által észlelt hangszerveződésre rákérdezni (pl. fiatal
gyermekek esetében).
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Introduction
In everyday life the auditory system is usually confronted with several acoustic events
produced by different sound sources operating concurrently. Imagine a noisy street you are
walking on. The street noise consists of many different sounds produced by several sources at
the same time, such as the noise of the cars, the footsteps of the people, the ringing of
cellphones, human speech, the sound of the wind blowing, etc. Separating the sound of an
approaching car from the other sound sources can be crucial for avoiding an accident. In other
words in order to interact with our environment we need to organize these acoustic events into
meaningful streams, which typically represent the available sound sources (Bregman, 1990).
The formation of sound streams (termed as auditory streams) has been investigated within the
framework of auditory scene analysis (Bregman, 1990; for recent reviews see also Snyder &
Alain, 2007; Gutschalk & Dykstra, 2014; Winkler et al., 2009a).
Several studies have shown that the auditory system utilizes different cues for
segregating sound streams (Moore & Gockel, 2002; Moore & Gockel, 2012). According to
Bregman’s theory there are two stages of auditory stream segregation (Bregman, 1990).
Initially, alternative sound groupings (proto-objects: groupings of sounds that may appear in
perception) are formed by linking together sounds based on similarity in various features
(such as pitch, temporal proximity, source location, etc.; also termed as similarity-based cues).
In the second stage, competition occurs between the alternative sound groupings and the
strongest one becomes the dominant percept, while compatible other groupings form the
background. Foreground and background together provide a possible full description of the
auditory scene, termed a sound organization. Whereas the classical view was that perception
settles on one of the alternative sound organizations after a few seconds from the beginning of
the sequence (the “buildup” of streams), recent studies showed that for longer sound
1

sequences (> 1 minute) perception switches back and forth between the alternative
interpretations (Denham & Winkler, 2006; Pressnitzer & Hupé, 2006). This phenomenon is
termed perceptual bi-/multistability (Blake & Logothetis, 2002; Leopold & Logothetis, 1999;
Pressnitzer & Hupé, 2006). In order to explain the multistability discovered for auditory
stream segregation, Denham and Winkler (2006) suggested that perceptual bistability reflects
continuous competition between the alternative sound organizations. Further, Bendixen and
colleagues (2010; Bendixen et al., 2013) showed that beyond similarity-based cues, auditory
stream segregation can also be supported by temporal regularities. However, they affect
stream segregation in a different manner. Directly comparing the effects of feature similarity
and temporal regularities Bendixen and colleagues (2013) found that in multistable conditions
cues which can induce a percept facilitated switching from another percept toward the
particular percept and reduced the length of the time intervals during which other percepts are
heard. In contrast, cues which can only stabilize a percept extended the time interval during
which this percept was heard, but they did not affect the intervals during which some other
percept was heard. Therefore cues which can induce a percept are termed percept-inducing
cues, while those which only stabilize a percept are termed percept-stabilizing cues.
More than 20 years after Bregman’s (1990) influential work, understanding scene
analysis still poses several questions for auditory research (for reviews, see Carlyon, 2004;
Denham & Winkler, 2006; Haykin & Chen, 2005; Snyder & Alain, 2007; Winkler et al.,
2012). Perceptual bi-/multistability provides an important tool for investigating stream
segregation as the mental representation of the acoustic scene can be tested without changing
the physical parameters of the stimuli. In my thesis I focused on the following questions: How
do spectral and temporal cues interact with each other? How do temporal regularities
influence the competition between alternative percepts? What are the neural correlates of the
perceived sound organization? The main goal of the thesis was to provide insights into these
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questions and to characterize the effects of percept-inducing and percept-stabilizing cues of
auditory stream segregation using behavioral and electrophysiological measurements. Four
studies are presented in the Thesis supporting our questions using the phenomena of auditory
bistability. Study I investigated the effect of amplitude-modulation frequency difference, and
its interaction with perceived location difference and carrier frequency difference while Study
II investigated the effects of higher-order cues: melody, rhythm and familiarity on auditory
stream segregation. Study III investigated the modulation of ERP components by different
perceptual organizations. Study IV tested the ERP responses in a new bistable stimulus
paradigm for investigating foreground-background decomposition of the auditory scene.
The structure of the thesis is the following: Section 1 begins with an overview of
auditory stream segregation describing the basic principles and findings. Within this section
the most common paradigms and tasks are introduced (Section 1.1 and 1.2). This is followed
by Section 2 where the various factors influencing auditory stream segregation are detailed.
The section proceeds from lower- to higher processing levels starting with factors based on
physical stimulus parameters to factors involving long-term memory, prediction, and
attention. Section 3 describes the phenomenon of auditory bi-/multistability providing a
theoretical overview, while Section 4 discusses the differences between percept-inducing and
percept-stabilizing cues. Section 5 focuses on an important tool for investigating auditory
stream segregation: ERP measurements related to the behavioral results discussed in the
previous Sections are reviewed. The “Main objectives and thesis points” section summarizes
the goals of the thesis, followed by the articles in their published form. This is followed by the
“General discussion”, which summarizes the findings of the papers placing them within the
literature, and discusses future research directions.
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Section 1. An overview of auditory stream segregation
Auditory stream segregation is fundamental for humans and other animals as well,
even beyond the subphylum Vertebrata. Schul and Sheridan (Schul & Sheridan, 2006) found
that an Orthoptera species segregated the bat echolocation calls from songs of male insects.
Several experiments showed that the ability of separating sound sources is present in birds
(Hulse et al., 1997; MacDougall-Shackleton et al., 1998; Itatani & Klump, 2009), bats (Moss
& Surlykke, 2001) and monkeys (Fishman et al., 2004). In his influential work, Bregman
(1990) referred to the term auditory stream as a perceptual unit that represents a single entity.
This perceptual unit usually reflects a sound source. However a sound source is not
necessarily a single acoustic entity. For instance the singers in a choir together form a
perceptual entity even though there are several people who produce voices at the same time.
The decomposition of this mixture involves a great challenge to our auditory system.
Bregman (1990, pp. 5-6) illustrated this by the following example: “Imagine that you are on
the edge of a lake and a friend challenges you to play a game. The game is this: Your friend
digs two narrow channels up from the side of the lake. Each is a few feet long and a few
inches wide and they are spaced a few feet apart. Halfway up each one, your friend stretches a
handkerchief and fastens it to the sides of the channel. As waves reach the side of the lake
they travel up the channels and cause the two handkerchiefs to go into motion. You are
allowed to look only at the handkerchiefs and from their motions to answer a series of
questions: How many boats are there on the lake and where are they? Which is the most
powerful one? Which one is closer? Is the wind blowing? Has any large object been dropped
suddenly into the lake?” This example is a strict analogy of the problem that the auditory
system is facing in everyday life. The channels represent the ear canals while the
handkerchiefs stand for the eardrums.
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Auditory scene analysis deals with the decomposition of mixtures of sounds into
meaningful sound units, the auditory streams. Sounds similar to each other are likely to
originate from the same sound source and grouped together whereas highly different sounds
are more likely to originate from different sound sources and therefore they are separated into
different streams. Bregman (1990) differentiated two kinds of grouping processes driving
stream segregation. Vertical or instantaneous grouping is a simultaneous integration of sounds
based on spectro-temporal features. This process allows one to group together acoustic
components occurring at the same time. These cues are available rapidly, such as common
onset and harmonicity (Alain et al., 2002; Hautus & Johnson, 2005; Hartmann et al., 1990;
Moore et al., 1986). Another important problem for our auditory system is that the sound
sources usually produce discontinuous sequences of sounds. Horizontal or sequential
grouping binds together sounds over time (Moore & Gockel, 2012). This kind of grouping
heuristic allows for instance perceiving a series of footsteps as a coherent sound stream.
Whereas instantaneous grouping acts only on the incoming information, sequential grouping
requires previous knowledge of the acoustic scene (Bregman, 1990). The simplest cue for
grouping sounds over time is perceptual similarity (van Noorden, 1975). Sounds similar to
each other can be easily grouped together and form a separate perceptual entity from those
which are dissimilar from them. The other important factor is the time between the successive
tones. Different sounds following each other with a very fast presentation rate tend to form
separate sound groups (van Noorden, 1975).
Bregman (1990) also differentiated primitive and schema-based grouping processes.
Primitive stream segregation is driven by bottom-up processes and explained by the Gestalt
laws of perception (Köhler, 1947) such as similarity and good continuation. Gestalt
psychologists proposed that the laws of perceptual grouping are innate and they work in an
automatic manner. However, much evidence shows strong top-down influence on stream
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segregation. In contrast to primitive stream segregation, schema-based segregation acts as a
top-down process influenced by higher-level factors such as attention and previous knowledge
(the terms “bottom-up” and “top-down” are used for discriminating purely stimulus driven
processes form processes involving higher level cognitive functions regardless of considering
the precise feedforward and feedback mechanisms in the brain). Schema-based segregation
processes represent the individual’s adaptation to its environment. They form an essential part
of humans being able to adapt to very different environments (both as a species and as
individuals moving between highly different acoustic environments). The original idea was
that this kind of grouping process can only modulate the results of primitive stream
segregation. Bey and McAdams (2002) investigated schema-based stream segregation using a
melody recognition task. They presented unfamiliar six-tone patterns (targets) to the
participants, interleaved with distractor tones. The targets were presented alone to the
participants either beforehand or after the interleaved mixture of tones. Then participants were
asked whether they recognized the target tone pattern within the interleaved sequence.
Participants’ recognition performance was higher when the target melody was presented
beforehand, so they could form expectations about the pattern to be encountered, allowing
them to better segregate the target melody from the distractor tones. Also, recognition
performance was higher when the frequency of the interleaved tones was different from the
targets, showing the effects of primitive stream segregation. However, there are studies
arguing for schema-based stream segregation in the absence of primitive stream segregation.
It was demonstrated by Dowling and colleagues (Dowling, 1973; Dowling et al., 1987) that
when a piece of familiar melody was presented to listeners and afterward the same melody
was presented to them together with random notes from the same pitch range, listeners were
able to separate the melody and the random notes to different sound streams and recognize the
melody. Devergie et al. (2010) also showed that schema-based processes can operate even
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without primitive stream segregation as they found that in interleaved sequences of familiar
melodies were separated from random tunes without substantial spectral differences between
them based solely on prior knowledge. These results suggest that primitive stream segregation
processes are not always necessary for auditory stream segregation: two streams can be
segregated by schema-based processes alone, at least in some particular cases.
1.1. Stimulus paradigms for investigating auditory stream segregation
Auditory stream segregation is often investigated in the classical auditory streaming
paradigm, which consist of a repeating ABA sound pattern (van Noorden, 1975) where A and
B denote sounds differing in some features and the repetitions of these ABA triplets are
separated by a silent interval equal in duration to the sum of the tone duration and twice the
inter-stimulus interval [ISI] (Figure 1). This stimulus configuration is typically perceived in
two different ways. The A and B sounds either form a single sound stream (termed the
integrated percept) or are perceptually separated into two sound streams, one consisting only
of the A and the other only of the B sounds (termed the segregated percept).

Figure 1. The auditory streaming paradigm developed by van Noorden (1975). The left panel shows
the structure of the sequences. The black and gray rectangles represent the different sounds (A and B).
The right panel shows the possible perceptual organizations.

7

Investigating the effects of the frequency difference (Δf) between two pure tones (A
and B) and the time between consecutive tones (characterized by the stimulus onset
asynchrony [SOA; onset-to-onset interval]) on auditory stream segregation, van Noorden
defined two boundaries in the Δf –SOA parameter space, which determine the percept at the
end of a short train (Figure 2). At very small Δf’s and slow presentation rates (i.e., long SOA)
the ABA sequence could only be heard as a single coherent stream. This part of the featurespace is delimited by the Fission Boundary (FB). Increasing the Δf and/or the presentation
rate, van Noorden found that participants could hear either one or two streams. Over the
Temporal Coherence Boundary (TCB), participants were not able to hear the integrated
stream anymore, but only two segregated streams. This happened at fast presentation rates and
large Δf.

Figure 2. Results on Δf and SOA (denoted as tone repetition time) by McAdams and Bregman (1979,
p. 30). The figure is based on van Noorden’s results (1975).

Most of the studies that investigated auditory stream segregation used sound
sequences based on the paradigm by van Noorden (1975); applying one or more featural
differences between the two sets of tones (Denham et al., 2010, 2013; Rose & Moore, 2000;
Anstis & Saida, 1985; Bregman et al., 2000). However, some experiments employed more
8

complex auditory scenes. Early studies investigating the “cocktail party” effect used
simultaneous speech for testing the effects of selective attention (Broadbent, 1952; Cherry,
1953). These studies demonstrated that one can follow only one speech stream at a time.
However some information of high personal relevance, such as the listener’s own name
(Moray, 1959), can sometimes be recognized also in the unattended speech stream (Conway
et al., 2001). Many studies used maskers for investigating stream segregation. It has been
demonstrated that the detection of sounds with a pre-defined frequency can be hindered by
additional random sounds from different frequency ranges (Neff & Green, 1987). This
phenomenon is called informational masking (Durlach et al., 2003). Other studies employed
sequences of interleaved melodies for investigating stream segregation (Devergie et al., 2010;
Dowling, 1973; Bey & McAdams, 2003; Cusack & Roberts, 2000). In these experiments two
melodic patterns are interleaved. One of them is usually a target and the other is a distractor.
Based on the differences between the target and distractor sequences, these can be perceived
as one or two streams. Other studies used the phenomenon called continuity illusion for
investigating stream segregation (Riecke et al., 2009). When an ongoing sound is masked
with another transient sound or a noise burst, listeners usually report to hear the sound
through the masker, even when the sound is completely missing during the masker’s
presentation (Warren et al., 1972).
1.2. Listeners’ tasks used to investigate auditory stream segregation
Auditory stream segregation has been often investigated by asking participants to
report their percept (subjective reports method). These methods differ in both “what to report”
and “when to report” questions. Typically, after the presentation of a few seconds of the
auditory streaming paradigm participants were asked whether they heard the galloping rhythm
(integrated percept) or not (Bregman, 1990; Bregman et al., 2000; van Noorden, 1975). For
instance, in the study of Bregman et al. (2000), participants were instructed to try to hear the
9

galloping rhythm as long as they can, and they indicated how easily they could solve this task
on a 7 point scale. Other studies used more balanced response options: for example, Grimault
et al. (2002) instructed their participants after the presentation of the sound sequence to
indicate whether they heard the sound sequences in terms of the integrated or segregated
organization. In another study (French-St George & Bregman, 1989) participants indicated
their percept during the 30s long sound sequence by pressing a response key on a keyboard
when they heard the integrated organization.
Other studies recorded continuously the subjective report of participants by asking
them to indicate their current percept on-line (Bendixen et al., 2010; Denham et al., 2010,
2013; Bendixen et al., 2013; Anstis & Saida, 1985; Pressnitzer & Hupé, 2006; Roberts et al.,
2002). For example, Denham et al. (2010) asked participants to listen to the sound sequence
and to continuously mark their perception using two response keys. One of the keys was to be
depressed when they heard the sound sequence as integrated, the other key was when they
heard two sound streams in parallel. Listeners were instructed to keep the response keys
depressed as long as they heard the sequence in terms of the organization assigned to the key.
There was also an option for not pressing either button if the participant could not match
his/her percept to either of the alternatives. Finally, participants were to press both buttons at
the same time if they heard integrated and segregated patterns in parallel. These are important
differences compared to the previously used procedures. First, when the participants were
required to indicate integrated only, it is not sure that they heard segregated when they did not
indicate hearing the integrated percept (e.g., they might have been confused or indeterminate
about their perception). When listeners were allowed to choose between more than two
alternative percepts the results showed that this is a case of perceptual multistability rather
than bistability. Second, continuous measurement allows access to the temporal dynamics of
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stream segregation (cf., Section 4). Further implementations of continuous measurement with
multiple alternatives are discussed in Section 4.
Some experiments use a so-called objective approach instead of the subjective-reports
method. In this approach, participants are given a task that is easier to solve either when one
or when two streams are heard. For instance, the temporal relation between the A and B
sounds can be recognized much easier when integration is perceived. Cusack and Roberts
(2000) conducted an experiment where the participants’ task was to determine whether the
sound sequence was isochronous (regular rhythm) or not (irregular rhythm). Participants
could solve this task more easily when the frequency separation of the sounds was small. In
other experiments, tasks were set up for which the segregated organization would be more
advantageous. In variants of the interleaved melody task, recognition performance was found
to be higher when stream segregation occurred (Devergie et al., 2010; Dowling et al., 1987).
In general, tasks referring to global sound patterns of the sequence are easier solved when
holding all sounds together in an integrated percept, whereas for tasks testing the emergence
of patterns within one of the possible streams, perceiving segregation is more advantageous.
These types of tasks may provide a more objective measurement than subjective reports.
Objective tasks can eliminate participants’ possible biases by the instruction, the experimenter
or the experimental environment, or uncertainty about the different percepts. However there
are some disadvantages of these tasks as well. In the objective tasks stream segregation is
measured indirectly (see, e.g. Cusack & Roberts, 2000). It is possible that participants build
strategies beyond stream segregation for performing the task. Furthermore, most of the
objective tasks provide information only at a discrete time point whereas subjective tasks
allow measuring perception continuously throughout the stimulation (see, e.g. Bendixen et al.,
2010; Denham et al., 2010; Pressnitzer & Hupé, 2006).
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This section presented the most common paradigms and measurements investigating
auditory stream segregation. The most important difference between subjective and objective
measurement is that while subjective reports can be recorded continuously and directly
measure the percept, objective tasks usually provide information only at discrete time points
inferring the percept from the task performance (for detailed review of the methodological
problems see also Bendixen, 2014). The choice of measurement should depend on whether
the question of the research is related to static or dynamic aspects of stream segregation.
Objective tests may be more reliable for the static aspects (such as the effects of cues).
Subjective tests can provide more information regarding dynamic effects (such as perceptual
multistability). Therefore appropriate tasks and measurements need to be selected on the basis
of the research questions considering the advantages, disadvantages, and possible biases of
each method.
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Section 2. Factors influencing sequential stream segregation
2.1. The role of peripheral channeling in auditory stream segregation
A number of alternative theories have been offered to explain the formation of
auditory streams. The first is based on similarity between the consecutive sound events and
suggests that stream segregation occurs primarily at the auditory periphery (Hartmann &
Johnson, 1991; Beauvois & Meddis, 1996). The idea is rooted in the Gestalt principles of
perception (Köhler, 1947 see also in Section 1.) with similarity denoting similarity of the
excitation patterns evoked by two acoustic events (peripherial channeling; for reviews, see
Moore & Gockel, 2002; Moore & Gockel, 2012). When the overlap between the excitation
patterns evoked by successive sounds is high, the assumption that the two events have
originated from the same sound source is more plausible, and the likelihood that the sounds
are perceived within the same stream is higher (within the auditory streaming paradigm, this
is reported as the integrated percept). In contrast, when the overlap is small sounds are more
likely to belong to different sound sources and they are more likely to be segregated into
different streams (within the auditory streaming paradigm, this is reported as the segregated
percept) (Hartmann & Johnson, 1991; Bee & Klump, 2004, 2005; Fishman et al., 2001;
McCabe & Denham, 1997; Micheyl et al., 2005; Pressnitzer et al., 2008). Hartmann and
Johnson (1991) conducted an experiment about the effectiveness of the different cues. They
interleaved two familiar melodies and participants were asked to identify them. It was found
that the most effective cues for segregation were frequency difference, structural spectral
differences (pure tones vs. harmonic complexes) and different ear of presentation. All of these
cues are processed at the auditory periphery. Rose and Moore (2000) found that the overall
intensity level of the tones is also an important factor. At higher intensity levels less stream
segregation occurs. This might be due to that higher intensity level broadens the peripheral
auditory filters, resulting in greater overlap between the excitation patterns.
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2.2. Factors beyond peripheral channeling
Many phenomena of auditory stream segregation cannot be explained on the basis of
peripheral channeling (see e.g. Akeroyd et al., 2005; Grimault et al., 2002; Roberts et al.,
2002; Vliegen & Oxenham, 1999). For example, differences in the temporal envelope act as
an effective cue of stream segregation; however, the temporal envelope of sounds is not
encoded by the auditory periphery (Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2004). Whereas pure tones have a
flat envelope (regardless of the onset and offset ramps) noise bursts have random envelope
fluctuations and the amount of fluctuation depends on the bandwidth. Dannenbring and
Bregman (1976) tested the effect of temporal envelope by alternating two sounds, A and B
which either differed in their envelope or not. Both A and B stimuli were pure tones or they
were narrowband noises or a combination of these. They found that with an increase in
frequency separation, the A and B streams were more likely to be segregated and this effect
was more prominent with parallel differences in the temporal envelope. The different
envelope structures resulted in qualitative (timbre) differences between the sounds. Using
multi-dimensional scaling analysis, Iverson (1995) found that stream segregation is influenced
by the envelope structure as well as the spectral shape. Indeed, timbre is demonstrated to be
affected by the spectral shape and the dynamic variations in the spectrum over time (Grey,
1977; Iverson & Krumhansl, 1993; Krumhansl, 1989).
Cusack and Robert (2000) also investigated the effect of timbre using envelope
difference between the sounds. They used an interleaved melody task in which participants
were instructed to detect a change in the target sequence while distractor sounds were also
presented. They found that performance was improved when the target and distractor sounds
differed in their temporal envelope indicating that it was easier to segregate them compared to
when the envelopes were similar. Moreover, they showed that envelope difference contributes
to obligatory stream segregation (i.e., it is effective not only when segregation is
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advantageous but also when it is disadvantageous). In their second experiment, participants
were instructed to perform a rhythm judgment task, detecting an irregularity in the tempo of
an alternating two-sound pattern. In this case, integration was more advantageous because the
temporal relation between the two sounds was only detectable when integration was
perceived. They found that smaller frequency difference was required for solving the task
when the two sounds differed in their envelope suggesting that segregation occurred even
when participants tried to integrate the streams. Compatible results were found by Singh and
Bregman (1997), who showed that both temporal envelope difference and harmonic content
difference influenced stream segregation, however harmonic content difference was the more
effective cue.
Another factor where a difference appearing in the temporal envelope is used in
auditory segregation is amplitude modulation difference (Dolležal et al., 2012; Grimault et al.,
2002). Grimault et al. (2002) presented the auditory streaming paradigm to the participants
where A and B were amplitude-modulated broadband noises. The A sounds were modulated
with a fixed 100 Hz frequency, while the modulation of the B sounds varied. The authors
found that participants perceived the sequence as integrated when the modulation frequency
difference was smaller than 0.75 octaves while they were more likely to hear segregation
when the difference exceeded 1 octave. This result shows that the temporal amplitude
envelope difference introduced by the amplitude modulation is an effective cue for
segregating two streams but only when the difference is relatively large.
There are also non-temporal–envelope cues influencing auditory stream segregation.
Many studies showed that stream segregation can be based on periodicity information alone.
Using the auditory streaming paradigm, Vliegen and Oxenham (1999) presented complex
sounds with a common passband and consisting of high (unresolved) harmonics, with
harmonic numbers of 10 or higher to avoid differences in the excitation pattern of the
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peripheral nerve fibers. The A and B sounds differed in their fundamental frequency (F0).
They found that stream segregation occurred on the basis of F0 difference when participants’
task was to indicate the presence of two streams and also when the task was to detect a
melody interleaved with distractor sounds. In another experiment Vliegen et al. (1999) used a
rhythm discrimination task investigating the effect of F0 difference. They used a variant of the
auditory streaming paradigm where participants had to detect an irregularity in tempo. The A
and B stimuli were either pure tones or complex sounds containing high unresolved
harmonics and differing in F0 or they had the same F0 but the center frequency of the spectral
passband varied. They found the largest effect when pure tones were combined with sounds
varied in their center frequency. The F0 difference was also effective in inducing stream
segregation.
Differences in phase spectrum also produce stream segregation, as was demonstrated
by Roberts et al. (2002). These authors used three sounds that differed in their phase spectra.
Each of them was a complex harmonic sound containing only high unresolved harmonics
which could not be heard as separate sounds (Moore & Gockel, 2011). For one type of sound
(“C”), harmonics were added in cosine phase, while for another, harmonics were added in an
alternated cosine/sine phase (“A”). For the third sound, harmonics were added in random
phase (“R”) resulting in a more noise-like sound compared to C and A, as the latter had clear
pitch. Using the auditory streaming paradigm with a pitch difference between the two sounds,
participants were presented with repeating triplets of the structure CXC-CXC..., where X
could be, in separate sequences C, A, or R. Participants were instructed to continuously
indicate whether they heard one or two streams during the presentation of the 30 s long
sequences. The authors found that when the combinations of the different sounds were
presented (CAC-CAC or CRC-CRC) stream segregation was more likely to occur compared
to when the same type of sounds were presented (CCC-CCC). This effect was stronger for the
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CRC-CRC combinations than for the CAC-CAC combinations. Similarly, in a rhythm
discrimination task, where integration was more advantageous for detecting the irregularity in
tempo, the performance decreased when different types of sounds were combined compared
to when the same type of sounds appeared in the sequence. This suggests that differences in
the phase spectrum resulted in obligatory stream segregation. Neither of the above listed cues
is encoded at the auditory periphery. With the exception of pure tones, pitch difference cannot
be simply explained by the spectral differences. Rather, in these cases, pitch is related to the
fine temporal structure of the sounds and fluctuations in their envelope (Plack & Oxenham,
2005).
Another factor that can contribute to stream segregation is difference in the perceived
location of sounds, such as induced by ITD. Hartmann and Johnson (1991) showed that two
interleaved melodies were segregated from each other by ITD differences nearly as well as
when the sounds of the different melodies were presented to different ears. Lateralization
information depending on ITD is processed in the brainstem (Riedel & Kollmeier, 2002; Furst
et al., 1985). Therefore, stream segregation occurring on the basis of this cue cannot be
explained by peripheral channeling. Sach and Bailey (2004) used a task for investigating the
effect of ITD difference. Participants were instructed to detect a target rhythm interleaved
with arrhythmic tones. They introduced IID and ITD differences between the target and
distractor tones and found that ITD difference facilitated segregation even when IID
difference was not present. However Boehnke and Phillips (2005) showed that ITD alone
cannot induce obligatory stream segregation using a gap detection and temporal asymmetry
detection tasks. They presented the auditory streaming paradigm with the A and B being two
independent wideband noise bursts, newly generated for each run. The noise bursts were
presented with ±500 µs ITD difference. Prior to the sequence, three A sounds were presented
to facilitate the buildup of stream segregation. They found no difference in conditions where
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the ITD difference cue was used compared to the condition where A and B were presented
diotically. In contrast, IID was found to be a more effective cue promoting stream
segregation. However, the most effective cue was presenting the sounds to different ears.
Source location cues have been studied also together with other cues. In a study by
Denham et al. (2010) perceived location was introduced by IID difference between the tones
in the auditory streaming paradigm. These authors found a significant effect of the IID cue
and no significant interaction between the effects of perceived location and frequency
difference on auditory stream segregation. Du et al. (2011) found that participants were more
accurate in separating two vowels which were simultaneously presented when both frequency
and location difference were present compared to when only one of the cues were used.
Moreover the sum of the effects caused by the single factors was approximately identical to
the combined effect of location and Δf. These results suggest that the two cues, perceived
location and frequency difference are independently processed from each other.
These studies demonstrated that stream segregation can occur without significant
differences between the excitation patterns evoked by the interleaved sounds at the auditory
periphery. Whereas some of these cues resulted in stream segregation only in cases where
segregation was advantageous (for instance ITD and F0) other cues produced similar effects
as differences in power spectrum (like temporal envelope or phase spectrum). These results
suggest that cues other than peripheral channeling can lead to obligatory stream segregation as
stream segregation occurred also in situations where integration was advantageous. Using the
auditory streaming paradigm we tested the effects of a non-spectral cue, the amplitudemodulation frequency difference, and its interaction with perceived location difference and
carrier frequency difference (Study I). We presented sequences composed of two pure sinewave tones, A and B, which differed in their frequencies (carrier frequency) and were
modulated (multiplied by) by sine waves also differing in frequency (amplitude-modulation
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frequency). The AM modulation frequencies used (100 Hz to 283 Hz) fall within the range in
which AM modulation is perceived as “roughness” of the sounds (Joris et al., 2004). Figure 3
shows an example for the amplitude modulated tones differing in carrier frequency,
modulation frequency and perceived location.

Figure 3. Demonstration for the sounds employed in Study I with AM frequency and perceived
location difference between the A and B sounds. The upper row shows the amplitude modulated A
sounds, bottom row shows the B sounds with different AM frequency modulation. The two A sounds
in the top row were presented to one ear, while the two B sounds in the bottom row were presented to
the other ear.

We hypothesized that the auditory system utilizes the amplitude-modulation frequency
difference as a percept-inducing cue of auditory stream segregation. In this case we should see
that AM differences affect the phase duration of both the integrated and segregated percept
similarly to other percept-inducing cues (Bendixen et al., 2013). The term phase is used for
the continuous time interval during which the same percept is heard. Phase duration then
refers to the length of this interval. Furthermore, if the AM frequency difference cue is
processed independently from other static cues (perceived location difference and carrier
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frequency difference), then their effects should be additive. Study I summarizes our finding
about these questions.
2.3. The role of temporal coherence in auditory stream segregation
There are also other factors beyond feature difference, such as temporal coherence,
which can influence auditory stream segregation. The peripheral channeling theory predicts
that when consecutive sounds largely differ in some features encoded at the periphery, these
should be separated into two streams regardless of whether they were presented
simultaneously or successively. However this is not the case, when two sounds separated by
an octave are simultaneously presented: they are still heard in terms of a single coherent
stream (Elhilali et al., 2009). This, and several other studies show that temporal coherence
promotes perceptual grouping (for a review, see Shamma et al., 2011; Sheft, 2008). Shamma
et al. (2011) suggested that after feature extraction in the peripheral and central auditory
system, computation of coherence happens between the stimulus-locked activity for all neural
channels. The coherence analysis happens between the range of 50 to 500 ms duration which
corresponds to the slow-wave stimulus-induced fluctuations of spiking rates in auditory cortex
(Lu et al., 2001; Kowalski et al., 1996). According to this theory, high coherence supports the
grouping of sounds into a common stream, whereas low coherence induces stream
segregation. This theory assumes that the representation of streams and the individual sounds
is developed within the same process. In contrast, other theories (see below) assume that first
the representation of individual sounds are formed and based on the different cues
connections are built between the representations or not.
2.4. Sequential grouping and memory
Continuous monitoring of the auditory scene is an essential function of the auditory
system. Some of the information about the sound sources is not present in the individual
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sounds. For instance an individual footstep is hard to be identified alone but it is relatively
easy to tell when series of footsteps are presented. Further, the spatial progression of a series
of footsteps can only be extracted from comparing between successive footstep sounds.
Sequential grouping of sounds requires some representation of the previous sound events in
the brain. Although there is no consensus in the literature about the number and form of
memory stores where these information are maintained, it is obvious that for a short period of
time (which spans a few hundreds of milliseconds) a large number of sound representations
can be stored (Cowan, 1988, 1984; Demany & Semal, 2008). Some of the information is
available even for longer time periods. For instance, sound patterns can be detected in a
repeating cycle of 5-10 s, but not when the cycles extend beyond 10-20 s (Kaernbach, 2004;
Warren et al., 2001). Studies about rhythm perception proposed that the time period in which
successive sounds can be connected is even shorter and does not exceed ca. 2 s (Duke, 1989;
van Noorden & Moelants, 1999). This evidence is also supported by studies on stimulusspecific adaptation (SSA) which refers to the decreasing neural response for a repeated
auditory input (Ulanovsky et al., 2004; Mill et al., 2011). SSA reflects an adaptation to the
repeating sound or sound pattern. Ulanovsky et al. (2004) investigated the time-scale of SSA
and found that the time constant of the principal effect of the preceding sound lasts ca. 1.5 s.
For stimulus statistics the time constant was much longer, 3-15 s, however. These time
periods are compatible with the time needed for the formation of auditory streams, typically
time periods spanning from hundreds of milliseconds to about 10 seconds exposure to the
auditory scene (Anstis & Saida, 1985; Moore & Gockel, 2012).
There is much evidence reflecting that information about previous auditory events
becomes unavailable after a short period of time (Duke, 1989; Kaernbach, 2004; Warren et
al., 2001). However there is also evidence suggesting that some information can be retrieved
after quite longer periods of time (e.g., over 2 minutes) by giving a reminder to the
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participants (for a review, see Winkler & Cowan, 2005). It is important to note that the
reactivation of an auditory event also reactivates its context as well, including the relation to
the preceding events (Korzyukov et al., 2003). This suggests that the information of
individual auditory events may not be stored separately, rather as parts of larger perceptual
units, which can be regarded as auditory object representations (Griffiths & Warren, 2004;
Winkler et al., 2012). Compatible evidence was obtained in studies showing that long-term
memory representations are involved in stream segregation, such as those demonstrated by
studies using familiar sound sequences (Devergie et al., 2010).
2.5. The role of prediction
Jones (1976) suggested first that predictable patterns facilitate streams segregation.
Jones’ theory proposes that sounds are more likely to be connected if they predictably follow
each other. Higher predictability therefore promotes the formation of a stronger or more stable
representation of the corresponding auditory stream. Current theories and studies of auditory
perception suggest that predictability is an intrinsic property of the auditory system
(Baldeweg, 2006; Bendixen et al., 2009; Grimm & Schröger, 2007; Schröger, 2007; Winkler
et al., 2009a; Winkler et al., 1996; Zanto et al., 2006). The mechanism by which prediction
can contribute to stream segregation is based on the assumption by Micheyl et al. (2005) and
Winkler et al. (Winkler, 2007; Winkler et al., 2009a), who proposed that the underlying neural
mechanisms of stream segregation and regularity extraction are similar as the same
information is required for stream segregation and regularity extraction. This idea was
supported by the results of Bendixen et al. (2010; Bendixen et al., 2013). The authors used
continuous measurements of four-minute long trains of the auditory streaming paradigm
inducing auditory multistability. They found that the presence of separate acoustic regularities
in two interleaved sequences promoted stream segregation by extending the duration of the
intervals during which listeners reported perceiving two (segregated) streams while not
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influencing the length of the intervals during which listeners reported perceiving all sounds as
part of a single (integrated) stream. The results of Bendixen et al. (Bendixen et al., 2013;
Bendixen et al., 2010) suggest that the presence of stream-specific regularities (“predictability
based cues”) stabilizes the segregated sound organization but when listeners perceive the
integrated percept the regularity (predictability) based cues do not help in switching towards
segregation. In contrast, cues based on perceptual similarities can both extend the duration of
phases of the segregated percept and reduce the duration of those phases in which participants
heard integrated. However in a recent study Bendixen et al. (2014) found that predictability
based cues may also reduce the phase duration. In contrast to previous studies (Andreou et al.,
2011; Bendixen et al., 2010; French-St George & Bregman, 1989), within the auditory
streaming paradigm, streams were manipulated independently from each other and therefore
the integrated and segregated organizations were independently predictable (or not) in
separate conditions. They used multiple co-varying feature differences (onset time, frequency
and location) to enhance the predictability of integration or segregation. Comparing with the
condition where features randomly varied and predictable tone patterns helped neither the
integrated nor the segregated percept the phase duration of integrated increased and
segregated decreased in the condition where the predictable tone pattern was compatible with
the integrated percept. This was similar to the effect of perceptual similarity cues.
2.6. The role of attention
The role of attention in auditory stream segregation is debated in the literature (for
reviews, see Snyder & Alain, 2007; Sussman, 2007). Whereas some studies demonstrated that
stream segregation occurs preattentively (see e.g. Winkler et al., 2003c; Sussman et al., 2007;
Jones et al., 1999a; Jones et al., 1999b) others showed the opposite (Carlyon et al., 2001).
Carlyon et al. (2001) presented 21 s long sequences of the auditory streaming paradigm to the
left ear and participants were instructed to indicate whether they heard integration or
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segregation. In one condition, no sounds were presented to the right ear. In another condition,
distractor sounds were presented to the right ear for the first 10 s of the sequence. During this
period, participants were required to ignore the ABA pattern and after 10 s passed, they were
told to indicate their percept of the ABA sequence. The probability of two streams being
reported in this condition was significantly reduced compared to the no-distractor condition.
The effect was as if the build-up of stream segregation has been delayed or restarted at the
time when the listener’s attention was directed to the ABA sequence. The authors concluded
that the buildup of stream segregation requires attention. Attentional switching may have
caused a reset in sound grouping similarly to gaps presented within a sequence (Cusack et al.,
2004; Moore & Gockel, 2002) resulting in the differences found between the two conditions.
The reset explanation allows the build-up process itself being attention-independent, with
only the reset depending on attention. Indeed, Jones et al. (1999a) found that stream
segregation occurred for irrelevant sounds suggesting that the build-up did not require
directed attention. They used a serial recall task (with letters presented visually) with
additional distractor sounds. The sounds were alternating speech or non-speech sounds with a
small, medium or high pitch difference between the alternated sounds. Based on results by
van Noorden (1975) the small, medium and large differences were assumed to produce one
stream in the small and the medium difference cases and two streams in the large difference
case. In a preliminary experiment they found that the amount of disruption in the serial recall
task varied as a function of the variation between the distractors; larger variation produced
more disruption (the changing state explanation of the irrelevant sound effect). When the
alternated sounds were presented during the serial recall task they found that the amount of
disruption increased from the small to the medium difference and then decreased from the
medium to the large pitch difference. This result suggested that stream segregation occurred
preattentively as when stream segregation occurred it resulted in two homogeneous sound
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streams, which caused less disruption that the single stream with sound changes occurring
within the stream.
Different theoretical frameworks have been suggested for explaining the role of
attention in auditory stream segregation (for reviews, see Alain & Bernstein, 2008; Fritz et al.,
2007; Snyder et al., 2012; Shinn-Cunningham, 2008). Fritz et al. (2007) proposed that
selective attention dynamically modulates cortical filters in the primary auditory cortex during
active listening when a target event is attended. They suggested that some cells in the primary
auditory cortex can rapidly change their receptive fields in accordance with the task. As soon
as the target is identified a signal is sent from higher-level brain areas (involving the
prefrontal cortex and auditory association cortex) initiating a cascade of rapid signals
touching the subcortical neuromodulatory structures (such as basal ganglia), which project to
the primary auditory cortex. This task-related plasticity is an ongoing process which reorganizes the cortical receptive fields in the primary auditory cortex. This assumed attentiondriven mechanism operates on a timescale of a few seconds. Fritz et al. (2007) also proposed
that long-term effects can still occur even after attention had been shifted suggesting that
these sustained changes are related to non-attentional mechanisms.
Shamma et al. (2011) proposes that attention operates on the formation of auditory
streams as it enhances the neural responses for the attended features. Further, attention can
modulate the temporal coherence between neural populations (Niebur et al., 2002). According
to the object-based attention theory (Duncan and Humphreys, 1989), attention operates on
perceptual objects and therefore it is involved in object selection rather than the object
formation. On this theory, object formation must precede the selection of the attended object.
Although the object-based theory of attention has been mainly developed for the visual
modality, it has also been applied to the problem of auditory stream segregation (ShinnCunningham, 2008). As streams act as auditory objects, these descriptions suggest that
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auditory stream segregation does not require attention, although it can be modulated by it.
This notion was supported by the results of some electrophysiological studies (Sussman et al.,
1998, 1999; Sussman et al., 2007; Winkler et al., 2003c; Winkler et al., 2003b).
Studies discussed in this section demonstrated that auditory stream segregation is
based on several factors. When a sound enters our ear, the first information is provided by
extracting the various features, which starts at the level of the auditory periphery and extends
to secondary and associative auditory brain areas. The general conclusion is that any
perceptual difference can lead stream segregation. Other factors involving higher cognitive
functions can modify the effect of these cues and sometimes may dominate the perceptual
outcome of stream segregation (see Devergie et al., 2010). In summary whereas cues based on
perceptual similarity play a crucial role in separating sound streams, the importance of higherlevel cognitive processes, such as prediction, attention, and memory cannot be denied.
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Section 3: Bi-/multistable perception in auditory stream segregation
Perceptual bi-/multistability refers to the phenomenon when the same physical input
can be interpreted in different ways resulting in different percepts (Blake & Logothetis, 2002;
Leopold & Logothetis, 1999; Pressnitzer & Hupé, 2006). Therefore, investigating perceptual
bi-/multistability helps to dissociate the processes extracting information from the input from
higher-level perceptual processes. Bistable perceptual phenomena have been observed in all
sensory modalities (for review, see Schwartz et al., 2012). Bistability was extensively
investigated in the visual domain. Some of the most well-known ambiguous figures are the
Necker cube and Rubin’s face/vase illusion which can induce bistable perception. Studies
investigating visual bistability found that there is a spontaneous fluctuation between the
alternative percepts (for a review, see Blake & Logothetis, 2002) however the neural
mechanisms underlying perceptual switching are still not known. Recent modeling studies
show that the phenomenon may be explained by a combination of neural adaptation and noise
(van Ee, 2009; Kang & Blake, 2010).
For auditory stream segregation, the early dominant view was that after a short period
of time (the buildup of the percept) the percept becomes stable, settling on one of the
alternative perceptual organizations (for the auditory streaming paradigm, this is either
integration or segregation). Most of the early studies using the auditory streaming paradigm
presented short (<20 s) sound sequences and then asked listeners about their perception at the
end of the sequence (see, e.g. Bregman, 1990; van Noorden, 1975). However, some recent
studies (Bendixen et al., 2013; Bendixen et al., 2010; Denham et al., 2010, 2013; Pressnitzer
& Hupé, 2006; Roberts et al., 2002) delivered longer sequences (for example 4 min) and
asked participants to report their perception continuously throughout the sound sequences.
These studies found that perception switches back and forth between two or more alternative
sound organizations.
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Theories of auditory bi-/multistability
A possible explanation for switching is the fluctuation of attention over time. In the
study by Cusack et al. (2004), short silent gaps were inserted into the auditory streaming
paradigm resulting in an apparent reset of stream segregation. The gaps might have caused
participants to switch their attention away from the sound sequence, resulting in the reset.
However Denham et al. (2010) found that silent gaps did not cause complete reset (i.e., a
complete new build-up): The probability of reporting integration increased after the
appearance of the gaps but the perceptual phase following the gap did not show similar
characteristics to the first perceptual phase of a sequence (see also in Section 4.1). Also if
attentional switch caused a reset in stream segregation one would expect a fatigue effect on
switches. However there was no sign of this effect when 10 minutes long sequences were
presented to the participants (Denham et al., 2013).
According to Denham and Winkler (2006) auditory multistability reflects a continuous
competition between the alternative sound percepts (see also Pressnitzer & Hupé, 2006;
Schwartz et al., 2012). However it is not clear what entities compete with each other. At a first
glance it appears obvious that the integrated and segregated percepts compete with each other
as it was suggested by the early studies on stream segregation (Bregman, 1990; van Noorden,
1975). However, some recent studies showed that percepts other than integrated and
segregated can also occur (Bendixen et al., 2010; Denham et al., 2013). In the studies of
Bendixen et al. (2010) and Denham et al. (2013), listeners reported perceiving sound
organizations other than the integrated or segregated. For instance they heard both integration
and segregation at the same time. These authors used the auditory streaming paradigm
continuously recording the listener’s percept (cf. Section 1.2). Participants were allowed to
report both integrated and segregated at the same time termed as the both (or combined)
percept. This percept does not reflect the participants’ indecision about what they perceived as
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they were instructed not to report any of the percepts if they were not sure of what they heard.
The both percept also could not have resulted from switching from one of the primary
percepts to the other (i.e., from asynchrony in releasing on response key and pressing another
one), as the percept was experienced for relatively long periods of time (often exceeding a
few seconds). In a recent study, Denham et al. (2014) tried to identify patterns other than the
ABA and A-A-A/B-B-B, which corresponded to the integrated and segregated percept
respectively. They trained their participants to discriminate six different patterns in
unambiguous sequences (A-A-A, B-B-B, A---A---A, ABA, AB- and BA-). They found that
participants reported hearing each of these patterns also when listening to tone sequences
constructed in accordance with the classical auditory streaming paradigm (repeating ABA
pattern of tones). This result shows that percepts other than ABA (integrated) and A-A-A/BB-B (segregated) are experienced within the auditory streaming paradigm and, together they
could explain the presence of the “both” percept in the previous experiments, as the sum of
the time spent experiencing these percepts was approximately equal to the amount of time
listeners reported the both percept for sequences of identical parameters, when they were only
given the option to mark the segregated, the integrated, and the “both” percept as well as not
having an identifiable percept. (Note that the perceptual phases during which the “both”
percept is reported may also possibly include periods of duplex perception (Liberman et al.,
1981; Rand, 1974), although there is no specific evidence for this within the auditory
streaming paradigm.)
The study by Denham et al. (2014) also showed that the segregated percept itself raises
the question whether the A-A-A and B-B-B streams in the auditory streaming paradigm are
processed together or one of them appears in the auditory foreground while the other stays in
the background. In a previous study, Gutschalk et al. (2005) have already considered that
either the A or the B streams could appear in the foreground respectively, and therefore
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instructed their participants to discriminate three alternatives: try to hear integrated, follow the
A stream or follow the B stream. In both studies (Denham et al., 2014; Gutschalk et al., 2005)
participants were forced to further subdivide the segregated percept by distinguishing which
of the streams appears in the foreground. Considering that the auditory streaming paradigm
may not be optimal for testing each possible alternative other than the classically described
integrated and segregated percepts, Study IV investigated the foreground-background
selection applying a paradigm other than the auditory streaming one. The paradigm was based
on Wessel’s study (1979) allowing to discover more than two percepts where the alternative
sound organizations are relatively easy to discriminate from each other. In the same study we
investigated the percept-related MMN elicitation as well.
In the review of Winkler et al. (2012), three principles are considered for explaining
how the different organizations are developed and how the competition between the different
interpretations of the auditory scene may occur. The first possible principle is the
“hierarchical competition theory”, which is based on Cusack et al.’s (2004) model. According
to this assumption, competition takes place on at least two levels. The first-level of the
competition takes place between full explanations of the auditory input. These full
explanations are termed sound organizations (see Winkler et al., 2012). If we consider the
auditory streaming paradigm, this first-level competition takes place between the ABA
(integrated) and A-A-A and B-B-B together (segregated) organizations. In this case A-A-A
and B-B-B streams are compatible as together they fully explain all of the auditory input
without overlap in the explanations provided by the two components. The second level of
competition takes place between separable streams within each organization (A-A-A and BB-B for the segregated organization) and switching between streams within the same
organization does not require the re-interpretation of the auditory scene. There exists a
computational difficulty for this model: Before the construction of the organizations, each
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“proto-object” (like A-A-A, AB-, B-B-B, etc.) needs to be compared with all other protoobject whether they are compatible or not. In a complex scene with a large number of protoobjects, the formation of possible organizations may result in a combinatorial explosion.
(Note, however, that this is an implementation-based objection, rather than a formal argument
against the hierarchical competition theory.)
The second possible principle is the foreground-background solution. According to
this idea there is only a single level of competition: each proto-object competes with all other
at the same time and one of them (for instance the A-A-A) becomes dominant creating the
perceptual foreground, while all the remaining sounds are joined into a background object.
Indeed there are experimental results suggesting that there is no distinction in the perceptual
background, at least when the sounds not included within the foreground stream are relatively
similar to each other (Brochard et al., 1999; Sussman et al., 2005). With this solution, the
problem of finding compatible proto-objects is eliminated (i.e., the background in this case is
by definition compatible with the foreground stream). However for fast switching between
two different organizations (i.e., different foreground-background pairs) the auditory system
needs to maintain the representation of the possible foreground proto-objects and their
complementary background. With complex scenes, this might result in storing a large number
of possible organizations. (Note, again, that this is an implementation-based objection, rather
than a formal argument.) Furthermore there is some evidence that distinction in the
background can occur with larger differences between the sounds (Winkler et al., 2003c;
Sussman et al., 2007).
Winkler et al. (2012) proposed a third possible competition principle based on a localcollision conceptualization of the interference between the proto-objects (Winkler et al.,
2012). This assumption suggests that interaction between the proto-objects occurs only when
they predict the same sound at the same time. In this case, the colliding proto-objects weaken
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each other. There is no other interaction between the simultaneously existing proto-objects. In
this case, it can be shown that the relative strength of those proto-objects which do not collide
with each other becomes high or low at the same time, thus organizations emerge implicitly.
The advantage of this principle is that there is no need to make exhausting compatibility
testing for proto-object combinations like in the hierarchical competition theory, as
compatibility (or rather incompatibility in terms of this principle) information is not necessary
for explaining the full auditory scene. Rather, incompatibility information is only used at the
time point when proto-objects collide. According to this principle, proto-objects which are
strong at the same time form the perceived organization, with the strongest one appearing in
the foreground. Because all proto-objects compete all the time, any of them can emerge as
dominant (perceived) and form an organization together with the other simultaneously strong
proto-objects – proto-objects colliding with each other cannot be strong for long at the same
time due to the weakening effect of the collisions. (On the other hand, incompatible protoobjects, which are temporarily strong at the same time, could explain duplex perception.) A
computational model based on this principle has been shown to produce qualitatively similar
results as those measured from human listeners (Mill et al., 2013). Experiments summarized
in this thesis were based on the latter principle. Within this context, percept-inducing cues
increase the competitiveness of a proto-object, facilitating it to appear in the perception. In
contrast, percept-stabilizing cues increase the stability of a proto-object and support their
ability to remain dominant.
This section summarized the most important aspects of auditory bi-/multistability. In
general bi-/multistability appears to be an inherent property of auditory stream segregation
when participants listen to the same sequence for longer time. Irrespective of the precise
explanation for this bi-/multistable phenomena, auditory bi-/multistability can provide much
information about the mechanisms of stream segregation.
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Section 4: The effects of percept-inducing and percept-stabilizing cues on auditory
stream segregation
Most of the early experiments investigated auditory stream segregation were not
designed to test the temporal dynamics of stream segregation-related perceptual processes.
Recent experiments using continuous recording of the participants’ perceptual reports for
relatively long (>1 minutes) multistable sound sequences allowed the measurement of the
duration of each perceptual phase. Measuring the proportion of overall time in which
participants reported one or the other percept shows whether the cue tested increased or
decreased the likelihood of integration and segregation. Changes in the average phase
duration of a percept show whether or not the cue tested facilitated the discovery of the
alternative organization. Therefore phase durations provide an opportunity to separately
assess the effects of a cue on each of the alternative percepts. Based on the assumption that
perceptual multistability reflects continuous competition between the various proto-objects,
cues increasing the duration of a percept are regarded as having a stabilizing effect on the
corresponding sound organization (e.g., extending the duration of the segregated percept is
interpreted as stabilizing the segregated sound organization). On the other hand, cues
decreasing the duration of a percept may decrease the strength of the corresponding protoobject and/or increase the strength of some alternative proto-object within the competition
(e.g., shortening the duration of the integrated percept is interpreted as the segregated sound
organization becoming more competitive with respect to the integrated sound organization).
Percept-inducing cues, such as frequency separation play a role in the competition between
the proto-objects (e.g., large frequency separation decreases the duration of the integrated
phases facilitating to perceive segregation). In contrast, percept-stabilizing cues only extend
the dominance durations of the proto-objects belonging to the organization they promote but
they do not influence the competition between the colliding proto-objects (e.g., temporal
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regularities extend the duration of the segregated perceptual phases but do not influence the
duration of the integrated ones (Bendixen et al., 2010; Bendixen et al., 2013)). The results by
Bendixen et al. (2013) suggest that the temporal patterns they used in their study were only
detected when the corresponding proto-object was dominant whereas similarity-based cues
both increased the duration of the segregated percept and decreased the integrated percept as
having inducing and stabilizing effect. As a consequence, percept-stabilizing cues could only
stabilize some sound organization once it has already been discovered on the basis of perceptinducing cues, but they do not help to induce switching to their promoted organization.
4.1. Dynamical effects using percept-inducing cues in auditory stream segregation
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 discuss which cues can be utilized for inducing auditory stream
segregation (resulting in obligatory stream segregation). This section deals with the dynamical
aspects of stream segregation based on studies using percept-inducing cues under multistable
conditions.
According to early studies on stream segregation it was assumed that there is a strong
bias towards integration at the beginning of the sequence as the auditory system does not yet
have sufficient evidence for separating the sounds into streams (Anstis & Saida, 1985;
Bregman et al., 2000). Denham et al. (2013) found in the auditory streaming paradigm that
there are some particular parameter combinations where segregation is more frequent than
integration as the first reported percept (see also Deike et al., 2012). This was found at very
short SOA and large Δf. The effect of SOA and Δf was more balanced in the subsequent
phases than the in the first perceptual phase. The time interval preceding the first reported
percept was also dependent on the stimulus parameters: Denham and colleagues found that
the time from the onset of the sound sequence to the first reported percept was shorter with
longer SOAs and smaller Δfs. The phase duration of the first percept was usually significantly
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longer than that of the subsequent phases. This is consistent with findings for visual bistable
phenomena (Carter & Cavanagh, 2007; Mamassian & Goutcher, 2005). The phase duration of
the first percept was shortest when the SOA was short and Δf was moderate. In this case the
temporal proximity supported the link between the similar but nonadjacent tones (A-A and BB) while the relatively low frequency separation supported the link between the subsequent
tones. Therefore the parameter region where short first phase were found in Denham et al.’s
study allowed for quickly discovering both the integrated and segregated alternatives. In other
parameter regions, the phase duration of the first percept was more prolonged. Considering
these results it is possible that previous experiments on stream segregation which used short
sound sequences characterized only the first perceptual phase.
Denham and colleagues (2010) tested perceptual switching over a wide range of the
Δf-SOA feature space using 4-minutes sequences conforming to the structure of the auditory
streaming paradigm. They found that perceptual multistability occurred with each Δf-SOA
combination they tested, even at fast presentation rates combined with large frequency
difference (classically assumed to cause obligatory segregation). Furthermore, the addition of
another percept-inducing cue did not help to fully stabilize the segregated percept. The
authors applied IID difference additionally to frequency difference and found that although
the segregated percept became more frequent, integration still occurred. Denham et al. (2010)
tested whether the continuous switching over a wide parameter range is an artifact of the
extreme repetitiveness of the auditory streaming paradigm by randomly jittering the sound
parameters. They found that switching still occurred in spite of the variability of the stimulus
parameters. Thus arguably, switching is not an artifact of the repetitiveness of the sequence.
These results suggest that perceptual multistability is an inherent property of the sound
sequences constructed according to the auditory streaming paradigm and switching between
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alternative percepts appears even beyond the ambiguous region determined by van Noorden
(1975).
4.2. Percept-stabilizing cues
As it was mentioned above similarity-based cues are usually found to induce stream
segregation and therefore regarded as percept-inducing cues. Recent studies using the
auditory streaming paradigm showed that higher-order cues, such as temporal regularities,
facilitated stream segregation – yet differently than percept-inducing cues explained in
previous sections (cf., Section 2.4., Bendixen et al., 2010; Bendixen et al., 2013; see,
however, Bendixen et al., 2014).
There is much evidence arguing for the notion that the auditory system automatically
processes rhythmic structures. For instance, it was shown that listeners are able to detect
violations in rhythmic structure even when the violation is task irrelevant (Ladinig et al.,
2009). The roots of sensitivity to rhythm are already present at birth as was demonstrated by
the studies showing that newborns detect omissions at the downbeat position in sequences
with a regular rhythm (Winkler et al., 2009b). Jones and colleagues (Jones, 1976; Jones &
Boltz, 1989) have long ago suggested that rhythmic structure is utilized as an important cue
for stream segregation. In a study investigating the effects of rhythm on stream segregation by
Andreou et al. (2011) participants performed a pattern detection task. They presented two
streams, A and B and participants were instructed to attend one of them and detect a predefined pattern within the sequence. The target patterns occurred both in the attended and the
unattended stream. The attended stream was always presented with an irregular rhythm while
the unattended, distractor stream was either irregular or regular (a constant SOA set between
the sounds). It was found that target detection improved when the unattended sequence was
regular compared to when it was irregular, suggesting that the temporally regular
configuration of the distractor sequence facilitated its separation from the target sequence.
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Contrasting results were obtained by French-St. George and Bregman (1989) and Rogers and
Bregman (1993) who found that temporal regularites had no effect on stream segregation.
These contradictory results were due to the methodological differences between the studies
(Bendixen, 2014; Bendixen et al., 2014).
Studies reviewed in this section summarized the most important differences between
percept-inducing and percept-stabilizing cues: whereas percept-inducing cues influence the
competition between sound streams percept-stabilizing cues usually stabilize a sound stream
which currently dominates the percept. These studies also demonstrated that temporal patterns
appearing in sound sequences are important cues for segregating streams. Several studies
showed that melodic structure affects stream segregation (Bey & McAdams, 2002; Devergie
et al., 2010; Dowling, 1973; Dowling et al., 1987 see also Section 1.). Furthermore, result by
Devergie et al. (2010) suggests that familiarity with the melodies may not only stabilize but
could also induce stream segregation. In their study the presence of rhythmic regularities
further facilitated the recognition of the melodies. However it is still not clear how and when
these factors influence stream segregation. Do they stabilize streams only or they are able to
induce stream segregation at least in some particular cases, when participants are highly
familiar with the sound pattern? If the melody and/or rhythm cues act as percept-stabilizing
cues, then only the phase duration of the segregated percept will be affected. If the auditory
system utilizes these cues as percept-inducing cues of auditory stream segregation, then the
presence of these cues will also reduce the phase duration of the integrated percept. These
questions are addressed in Study II.
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Section 5: Event-related brain potential (ERP) measurements for investigating
sequential auditory stream segregation
EEG measures provide a good tool for investigating auditory stream segregation: 1)
The high temporal resolution of EEG allows one to investigate the different stages of stream
segregation as well as the effects of cues on these stages. 2) EEG measures can be obtained
irrespective of the participant’s task, thus providing information also about how sounds are
processed outside the focus of attention. Early studies using EEG measures focused on the
effects of selective attention on auditory stream segregation (Alain et al., 1993; Alain &
Woods, 1994). In these experiments, participants were usually presented with a sound
sequences which could be heard as two streams and they were asked to focus their attention
on either one or the other stream. ERP enhancements were typically found for sounds
occurring in the attended stream compared to the same sounds when occurring in the
unattended stream (Hillyard et al., 1973). Recent studies more frequently used passive
listening tasks avoiding the effects of attention on stream segregation (see, e.g. Winkler et al.,
2003c) and/or gave unbiased instruction to the participants (Winkler et al., 2005). ERP
components considered in this section are the mismatch negativity (MMN), the P1 and N1.
5.1. MMN as an index of auditory stream segregation
Several studies used the MMN ERP component (Näätänen et al., 1978) for
investigating stream segregation (Nager et al., 2003; Sussman et al., 1998, 1999; Sussman et
al., 2005). These studies showed that MMN elicitation can be made dependent on the
perceived sound organization based on the principle that the regularities the auditory system
detects can depend on the perceived sound organization (e.g., regularities appearing only in
some sounds within the sequence can only be detected when these sounds are segregated from
the other sounds). MMN is regarded as the electrophysiological correlate of detecting the
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violation of a regularity extracted from the preceding sound sequence by the auditory system
(Winkler, 2007). The classical paradigm investigating MMN elicitation is the auditory oddball
sequence where a repeating sound (standard) is occasionally exchanged for a rare (deviant)
sound. The deviant sound elicits a fronto-centrally negative waveform peaking at about 100250 ms from the onset of the deviation (for reviews, see Näätänen et al., 2007; Winkler, 2007;
Kujala et al., 2007).
In the study by Sussman et al. (1998) an alternating sequence of high (H) and low (L)
tones were presented where tones made up a six-tone pattern constructed from three kind of
high and three kind of low tones, each separately ascending in frequency (L1, H1, L2, H2, L3,
H3). This pattern was unlikely to split into two streams unless attention was directed to one of
the streams (high or low). Occasionally high or low deviant tone-patterns were inserted into
the sequence, descending in frequency (H3 H2, H1 or L3, L2, L1). Listeners either ignored
the stimuli and read a book or attended to the high tones. In the first case MMN was not found
for the deviant patterns. However when the high tones were attended MMN occurred for both
deviant patterns. This result supports that MMN elicitation followed the percept: no MMN
was found when two streams were unlikely to be perceived but MMN appeared when
participants segregated the high and low streams. Similar results were found by Winkler et al.
(2006) when ambiguous sound sequences were presented to participants who were asked to
maintain one or the other interpretation of the scene. They found MMN only for deviants
violating the regularity in the maintained sequence. This result suggests that MMN elicitation
follows the percept also in ambiguous situations.
Ritter et al. (2000) showed that regularities are analysed separately within streams and
violating the regularity of one stream by a sound belonging to another stream does not elicit
MMN. They presented a stimulus sequence where tones alternated between the left and right
ears, creating the impression of two streams presented to separate ears. Tones presented to the
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left and right ears differed in their duration, intensity and frequency. Occasionally deviant
tones were introduced either to the right or to the left ear. Deviant tone features were identical
to standard tones of the corresponding ear except that the duration was halfway between the
two standard tone durations. A previous study had shown that deviant tones which have a
duration midway between two frequent standard tones elicit two MMNs, one with respect to
each of the two standards (Winkler et al., 1996). However Ritter et al. (2000) found that
deviant tones elicited only a single MMN, the one that marked the violation of the regularity
of the sound stream within which the deviant occurred. This result argues for that MMN
elicitation happened according to the different acoustic sources rather than by features alone.
MMN has also been shown to reflect the classical notion of the buildup of stream
segregation (Sussman et al., 2007). A sequence of standard tones was presented with constant
intensity to listeners additionally with a sequence of intervening tones whose intensity
randomly varied. Occasionally a standard tone was replaced by an intensity deviant tone.
MMN elicitation for deviant tones was found when the frequency difference between the
standard and intervening tones was high supporting that the standard and intervening tones
were segregated (Experiment 1). In Experiment 2, deviant tones were placed at different
positions relative to the beginning of the stimulus sequence: both at positions where the
buildup of stream segregation was likely to have already occurred (> 10 s, see Micheyl et al.,
2005) as well as earlier in the sequence. MMN elicitation was found only for those deviants
that occurred late in the sequence, after the buildup of stream segregation has presumably
been completed. This result shows that the MMN elicitation can be used to reflect the buildup
of stream segregation. Moreover, this study suggested that the buildup of streams can happen
without focusing on the stimuli, as participants were engaged in a non-auditory task during
the presentation of the sounds.
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Winkler et al. (2003c) also demonstrated that streams are segregated and processed
outside the focus of attention in a more natural (but also more complex) auditory scene. These
authors presented a mixture of sounds consisting of street noise, a series of footsteps, and
sounds from a movie, which the participants were instructed to watch while disregarding the
sounds emitted by the other two sources. Within the series of footsteps, one step deviated
from the others: It sounded as if someone stepped onto a different surface than the one the rest
of the steps were taken on. MMN was elicited by the deviant footstep suggesting that in this
complex scene, all sound sources were segregated from each other, including the unattended
ones.
These studies support the notion that MMN can be used for investigating auditory
stream segregation because 1) MMN is elicited without focusing attention on the stimuli and
therefore appropriate for studies where the effects of attention needs to be eliminated; 2)
MMN elicitation shows good correlation with perceptual results, i.e. integrated percept–
related MMN has been found for those parameter combinations where perceptual results
supported that integration was perceived and segregated percept–related MMN has been
found for those parameter regions where perceptual results supported that integration was
perceived. That is, MMN can be used to tell how the sounds are organized in perception for a
given sequence of stimuli. Using stream-specific regularities MMN can be used for testing
participants’ percept without directly asking them about it. However there is also evidence
showing that MMN elicitation does not always follow the percept. In the study by Ross et al.
(1996) it was found that MMN elicitation corresponded to the physical stimulus properties
rather than to the perceptual properties. In their study they used the “octave illusion” which
denote for the illusion of perceiving a single tone, when two tones separated by a full octave
are presented simultaneously into separate ears (Deutsch, 1974). They created a sequence of
two simultaneously presented tones separated by an octave where the high and low tones
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alternated between the two ears. Occasionally single tones corresponding to the illusory
perception (mimicking the octave illusion) were inserted into the sequence. MMN was found
for these deviant tones showing that the MMN elicitation followed the spectral properties
rather than the perceptual properties of sounds in this case. However, in another study using
the auditory streaming paradigm (Winkler et al., 2005) no MMN was found for deviants,
rather an early frontocentral negative difference appeared irrespective of the perceived sound
organization. Therefore, the issue of the relationship between MMN elicitation and the
perceived sound organization is investigated in Study IV using a multistable auditory
paradigm which allowed testing the percept-dependent MMN elicitation and foregroundbackground differentiation as mentioned above. In a multistable paradigm adapted from
Wessel’s experiment (Wessel, 1979; see also Section 3), we inserted separate regularities
corresponding to the different percepts as well as one corresponding to the overall sound
sequence. We then tested whether or not, when violating these regularities, MMN elicitation
follows the percept. If MMN is elicited by the separate regularities we can infer that the
auditory system formed regularities according to the various possible percepts. If the auditory
system forms regularities based on the overall sequential structure, then MMN should be
elicited only by violating the corresponding regularity, regardless of the percept.
5.2. Other ERP components indexing stream segregation
Beyond the MMN, other ERP components also show percept-dependent effects
providing important tools for investigating auditory stream segregation. Most of the studies
found percept-dependent modulation in the ERP components connected to feature analysis of
the stimuli (see, however, Winkler et al., 2005). The P1 and N1 (Näätänen & Winkler, 1999)
appear around 50 and 100 ms after stimulus onset. These are exogenous components (Hillyard
& Picton, 1987) reflecting sensory encoding of auditory stimulus properties (Näätänen &
Winkler, 1999; see, however Klimesch, 2011 about the function of P1). For instance, Müller
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and colleagues (2005) showed that the N1 component is sensitive to whether tones are
processed in a single or two different streams.
Using the auditory streaming paradigm in an MEG study, Gutschalk et al. (2005)
found that the amplitude of the magnetic P1 and N1 components elicited by the same sounds
varied according to the listener’s perception. They instructed the participants to indicate
whether their percept was integrated or segregated and to attend either the A tones only (in
half of the conditions) or the B tones only (in the other half of the conditions) whenever they
heard two streams. It was found that the amplitude of the P1m and N1m for the B tones was
enhanced when participants perceived two streams compared to one stream, regardless of the
task (following the A or the B tones). Similar effects were observed for the second A tone of
the triplets when the task was to follow the A tones. Also, longer-latency effects (P2m) were
found for the B tones when the A tones were to be attended. These results showed perceptdependent influence on the P1m and N1m components and in some cases on the P2m. In
contrast to Gutschalk et al.’s study (2005), Winkler et al. (2005) found that exogenous
components were affected only by stimulus configuration whereas a negative component
elicited by omission deviants and appearing with longer latency (ca. 175 ms after stimulus
onset) varied together with the participants’ percept. This negative component was larger
when participants perceived the integrated compared to the segregated percept. Similarly to
Gutschalk and colleagues, Winkler and colleagues also used the auditory streaming paradigm.
However, Winkler and colleagues instructed the participants to press a response key as long
as they heard the sequence as integrated and release the button when they did not hear it
integrated. The difference between the instructions in the two experiments may have resulted
in the different findings as allocation of attention differed between the two studies and also,
the processing of regular and irregular sound may have been affected differently by the
current percept. We addressed this question in Study III. Using the auditory streaming
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paradigm we tested the ERP responses for regular and irregular tones while continuously
recording the listener’s perception. We hypothesized that if differences between the two
above listed studies (Gutschalk et al., 2005; Winkler et al., 2005) stemmed from measuring
the responses for regular vs. irregular sounds then in our experiment, early effects (on the P1
and N1 components) will be found for regular sounds similarly to Gutschalk et al.’s study,
whereas late effects should appear for deviant sounds similarly to Winkler et al.’s results.
Otherwise if allocation of attention produced differences in the results we will see only late
percept-dependent ERP effects.
Studies using EEG/MEG measurements provided important information about
auditory stream segregation. ERP components such as MMN, P1, N1 and N2 showed perceptrelated differences which distinguished from the effects of stimulus features, thus being
related to the perceptual outcome. Some of these information would not be possible to obtain
solely by behavioral measurements because there are situations where perceptual reports are
not desirable or attainable (e.g., when one wants to study perception without top-down effects
or in subject populations not able to follow instructions). Additionally, ERP measurements
can be more reliable than perceptual reports (note, however that they also measure indirectly
the percept, and at discrete time points, similarly to objective perceptual measurements). By
integrating the findings of the behavioral and EEG experiments we can get a better picture
about the mechanism of auditory stream segregation. Therefore this thesis consisted of studies
using both measurements for obtaining useful information about auditory stream segregation.
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Main objectives and thesis points
The main objectives of this thesis are to shed light on two topics. The first goal is to
test different cues of auditory stream segregation regarding their ability to induce the
formation of and/or to stabilize sound streams. The second goal is to extend our knowledge
about electrophysiological correlates of the perceived sound organization.
Within the first topic we investigated the effects of amplitude modulation and its
interactions between multiple percept-inducing cues in multistable conditions. Grimault et al.
(2002) found that when they increased the difference in the rate of amplitude modulation
(AM) between two sets of interleaved tones, participants were more likely to perceive the
sequence as two streams. Using the auditory streaming paradigm we tested the effect of AM
on the proportion and phase duration of the percepts. As AM is a time-varying cue, its effect
may be independent from static cues such as frequency or perceived location difference.
However AM influences the perceived pitch (Meddis & Hewitt, 1991) therefore its effect may
be overlapping with the difference in the carrier frequency. Thesis I presents the conclusions
from our study in which we have investigated the effects and interactions between separations
in amplitude modulation, pitch, and perceived location.
The second question we asked was whether initial stream segregation is driven solely
by similarity-based cues or whether higher-order cues can also induce stream segregation, at
least in some cases. For instance, Devergie et al. (2010) demonstrated that using familiar
sound patterns participants separated streams in the absence of similarity-based cues. Recent
studies demonstrated that predictable sound patterns have an important role in stream
segregation (Andreou et al., 2011; Rimmele et al., 2012; Snyder & Weintraub, 2011;
Bendixen et al., 2013; Bendixen et al., 2010) however these cues are more likely to stabilize
sound streams rather than initiating their formation (Bendixen et al., 2013; Bendixen et al.,
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2010). Thesis II summarizes our results investigating the effects of melody, rhythm and
familiarity on stream segregation.
By applying electrophysiological methods, sources of information inaccessible to
behavioral methods can be tapped into. MMN paradigms have been successfully used to
investigate auditory stream segregation (Rahne et al., 2007; Sussman et al., 1998, 1999;
Winkler et al., 2003a; Winkler et al., 2003b; Winkler et al., 2003c; Winkler et al., 2005).
However, the relationship between auditory stream segregation and the deviance-detection
process reflected by MMN is indirect (Schröger et al., 2014; Winkler et al., 2009a). Also, the
relationship between MMN elicitation and perception is not entirely straightforward (Ross et
al., 1996; Paavilainen et al., 2007; van Zuijen et al., 2006). Further, percept-dependent
differences related to auditory stream segregation have also been found for the magnetic P1
and N1 responses. Thesis III summarizes our findings regarding the percept-dependent
processing of regular and deviant sounds in the classical auditory streaming paradigm (van
Noorden, 1975), while Thesis IV introduces a new multistable auditory stimulus paradigm
permitting the investigation of auditory foreground/background decomposition by means of
ERPs and the investigation of percept-dependent MMN elicitation.1
Thesis I. The effects of separation in amplitude modulation frequency on auditory stream
segregation
The aim of the study was to test the effect of the AM difference on auditory stream
segregation under multistable conditions and its interactions with frequency difference and
1

Sound examples for the experiments can be found following the link: http://www.mtapi.hu/sound-samples/.
File names start with the name of the relevant study. For Study I the following examples are presented: AM
frequency difference of 0.5 octaves with 4 ST carrier frequency differences (StudyI_modul0.5_carrier4); AM
frequency difference of 1.5 octaves with 4 ST carrier frequency differences (StudyI_modul1.5_carrier4) and the
same with location difference (StudyI_modul1.5_carrier4_loc). For Study II the four songs are presented
separately (H1, H2, G1, G2), and the following conditions: original melody, original rhythm, H-H
(StudyII_H_H_melody_rhythm); original melody, original rhythm, G-G (StudyII_G_G_melody_rhythm); and
these conditions with random melody (StudyII_H_H_random_rhythm and StudyII_G_G_random_rhythm). For
Study IV the different falling sequences are presented separately (StudyIV_falling_timbreA, and
StudyIV_falling_timbreB) and the test sequence where the two timbres alternated (StudyIV_full_sequence).
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perceived location. We used the auditory streaming paradigm with continuous perceptual
recording. Our results showed that larger separation in any of the tested sound features have
cut the integrated phases shorter and extended the duration of the segregated phases.
Furthermore, we found interactions between the AM and frequency difference, AM and
location difference, and frequency difference and location difference suggesting a ceiling
effect in stream segregation. These results suggest that similarity in any of these features is
utilized as a percept-inducing cue.
Thesis II. The effects of sequence-structure cues on auditory stream segregation
In this study we aimed at testing the effects of familiar and unfamiliar rhythms and
melodies on stream segregation. Specifically, we investigated whether or not the presence of
tunes separately in two interleaved tone sequences helps to segregate them into separate
streams. The tunes were pre-selected on the basis of their pitch range and mean frequency
similarity to avoid stream segregation on the basis of pitch difference. Two Hungarian and
two German songs were used. A group of Hungarian and another of English volunteers
participated in the experiments: Hungarian participants were familiar with the Hungarian but
not with the German songs whereas English participants were not familiar with any of the
songs. None of the participants had received formal musical training. The songs were
presented either with their original rhythm, or with an even rhythm having each tone and the
following rest have separate constant durations. We found that the presence of melody helped
segregating the sound sequences irrespective of whether participants were familiar with the
tunes or not. Rhythm strongly promoted stream segregation regardless of the familiarity.
However, this was caused by overlaps between the tones of the two interleaved sequences,
rather than the temporal structure, per se. These results confirm that higher-order cues can
induce stream segregation in some particular cases.
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Thesis III. Short- and longer-latency ERP correlates of perceived sound organization in the
auditory streaming paradigm
The main objective of the study was to test whether the currently perceived sound
organization affects the processing of regular and pitch-deviant sounds. For testing this
question the auditory streaming paradigm was used with continuous perceptual and EEG
recording. Occasionally standard sounds were exchanged with deviants that were slightly or
moderately distinct from the standards. We found that regular and irregular (deviant) sounds
were affected as early as ca. 75 ms after stimulus onset, at the time of feature extraction,
reflected by the P1 component. Further modulations were found for deviant tones at the level
of sound evaluation: deviant sound processing was affected by the current percept, as was
reflected in the N2 and P3a components. These results indicate that there are multiple
interactions between the dominant sound organization and the processing of incoming sounds.
Thesis IV. A new paradigm for measuring the ERP correlates of auditory multistable
perception
The aim of the study was twofold: using a new auditory multistable paradigm we
investigated the foreground-background discrimination indicated by ERPs and tested whether
MMN elicitation dynamically follows the perceptual organization of sounds. We have
designed our paradigm based on Wessel’s (1979) repeating three-tone patterns of rising pitch
combined with alternation in timbre. Such sequences can be perceived as rising (based on
temporal proximity) or as falling (based on timbre similarity). We recorded participants’
percept during the experiment therefore the current perceptual foreground was determined
behaviorally. For testing whether MMN elicitation follows the perceived sound organization,
two additional feature regularities were introduced, one of which was expected to be
discovered only when the percept was that of the rising pitch, and the other only when the
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percept was that of the falling pitch. If the perceptual groupings of these sound sequences
affected the representations underlying MMN, then each feature-regularity violation should
elicit MMN only when listener experiences the corresponding percept. Our results showed
that in this paradigm, MMN elicitation did not follow the perceptual organization of the
participants. Rather, it followed the temporal arrangement of the tones. This was
demonstrated by the double dissociation of MMN elicitation from perceptual organization:
One MMN was elicited with both percepts, the other with neither percept. We suggest that in
this case, the feature regularities had been extracted before perceptual grouping occurred.
However, we found that the P1 amplitude correlated with one aspect of the perceptual
organization: whether the sound was part of the foreground or the background. This result
confirmed that obtained in Thesis III: the perceived sound organization influences the
processing of sounds as early as 70 ms from stimulus onset.
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Studies
Study I. The effects of amplitude modulation on auditory stream segregation
Szalárdy, O., Bendixen, A., Tóth, D., Denham, S. L., Winkler, I. (2013). Modulationfrequency acts as a primary cue for auditory stream segregation. Learning & Perception, 5(2):
149-161. DOI: 10.1556/LP.5.2013.Suppl2.9
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Study II. The effects of sequence-structure cues on auditory stream segregation
Szalárdy, O., Bendixen, A., Bőhm, T. M., Davies, L. A., Denham, S. L., Winkler, I. (2014).
The effects of rhythm and melody on auditory stream segregation. Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America, 135(3):1392-1405. DOI:10.1121/1.4865196
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Study III. Early and late ERP correlates of perceived sound organization in the auditory
streaming paradigm
Szalárdy, O., Bőhm, T. M., Bendixen, A., Winkler, I. (2013). Event-related potential
correlates of sound organization: early sensory and late cognitive effects. Biological
Psychology, 93: 97-104. DOI:10.1016/j.biopsycho.2013.01.015
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Study IV. A new paradigm for measuring the ERP correlates of auditory multistable
perception
Szalárdy, O., Winkler, I., Schröger, E., Widmann, A., Bendixen, A. (2013). Foregroundbackground discrimination indicated by event-related brain potentials in a new auditory
multistability paradigm. Psychophysiology, 50(12): 1239-1250. DOI:10.1111/psyp.12139
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General discussion
The main goal of the studies presented in this thesis was to investigate the perceptinducing and percept-stabilizing cues and the ERP correlates of the perceptual processes of
auditory stream segregation. The studies

reported here utilized behavioral and

electrophysiological measurements for better understanding auditory stream segregation.
Continuous measurements during bi-/multistable perception permit one to investigate various
aspects of stream segregation while eliminating the effects originating from physical stimulus
changes. Therefore, multistable stimulation was used in all four studies while the participant’s
perception of the stimuli was continuously recorded. Our results showed that similarly to
other cues based on spectral similarity/separation, amplitude modulation can both induce and
stabilize auditory stream segregation, and it interacts with carrier frequency difference (Study
I). We demonstrated that some cues based on spectro-temporal regularities, such as a melody,
may also induce stream segregation (Study II). Studies on the neural correlates of auditory
stream segregation (Study III and IV) demonstrated that the current perceptual interpretation
influences sound processing both at the level of feature extraction and sound evaluation.
Percept-inducing and stabilizing cues
Whereas most of the studies on auditory stream segregation used cues based on
spectral differences between the sounds (Hartmann & Johnson, 1991) there is much evidence
showing that the auditory system also utilizes other types of cues (for reviews, see Moore &
Gockel, 2002; Moore & Gockel, 2012). Grimault et al. (2002) found that differences between
the modulation frequency of two sets of sounds can evoke auditory stream segregation. Study
I investigated the effects of amplitude modulation in a bistable auditory streaming paradigm
together with carrier-frequency differences and differences in the perceived location. Based
on the results, amplitude modulation difference not only stabilized streams but also induced
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stream segregation, and the effect of amplitude modulation difference was partly overlapping
with that of the carrier frequency difference and location difference. Also, we found that
carrier frequency difference and location difference interacted with each other. This result
contradicts the finding of independence between these two cues by Denham et al. (2010). It is
likely that these interactions resulted from a ceiling effect: there was not enough room for
further facilitating stream segregation by adding another cue.
Several studies indicated that rhythm perception doesn’t require musical training and
the ability is present even in infancy (Demany et al., 1977; Honing et al., 2009; Winkler et al.,
2009b). However, only few studies exist which investigated the effect rhythmic structure on
stream segregation (but see Andreou et al., 2011; French-St George & Bregman, 1989;
Rimmele et al., 2012; Rogers & Bregman, 1993). Also, the effect of melody is not well
understood. It was shown by Dowling and colleagues (Dowling, 1973; Dowling et al., 1987)
that when a piece of familiar melody was presented to listeners and afterward this melody was
presented together with distracting sounds from the same pitch range, participants were able
to separate the different sound streams and recognize the familiar melody. These studies
suggest that sequential stream segregation can depend on previous knowledge. Study II
demonstrated that the presence of a melody facilitated switching towards segregation reducing
the overall phase duration of the integrated percept and therefore utilized as a perceptinducing cue. However the effect of rhythm was due to the overlap between the two sets of
sounds rather than the temporal arrangement of sounds within one set. An important finding is
that the melodic pattern used in Study II induced stream segregation regardless of the
familiarity. This result is contradictory to the results of Bendixen et al. (Bendixen et al., 2013;
Bendixen et al., 2010) who suggested that predictability-based cues such as temporal
regularities can stabilize the sound streams but they do not induce stream segregation. In our
case unfamiliar sound patterns were unpredictable as participants could not have predicted
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upcoming sounds from the preceding ones. Similarly to our result Devergie et al. (Devergie et
al., 2010) found that familiar melodies helped perceiving two stream without spectral
differences between the two interleaved sequences. However in our experiment the effect was
present even without familiarity of the melodies. Possible explanations of this result are
discussed in detail in Study II. However, here we only wish to emphasize that Study II
brought evidence against the notion that higher-order cues can only have percept stabilizing
effects: we have shown that these cues can also induce stream segregation.
Percept-dependent processing of regular sounds
In Study IV we found that the amplitude of the P1 ERP component correlated with
whether the sound was a part of the fore- or the background. When a sound was part of the
background, it elicited a higher-amplitude P1 than when the same sound belonged to the
foreground. In Study III the P1 was also enhanced when the percept was segregated for the
first A and the B tones of the ABA triplets, whereas N1 was enhanced for the integrated
percept. These results suggest that the perceived sound organization influences sound
processing as early as 70 ms from stimulus onset.
Two different hypotheses have been put forward about the function of the P1
component. According to the baseline hypothesis, originally suggested by Luck et al. (Luck &
Hillyard, 1995; Luck et al., 1994) and Hillyard et al. (1998) the amplitude of the P1 decreases
in unattended conditions compared to a neutral baseline. In contrast, the inhibition hypothesis
proposes that the amplitude of the P1 increases with inhibition (Klimesch, 2011). This
hypothesis suggests that the P1 doesn’t reflect sensory processing and cannot be explained as
a sensory evoked component as it is not affected by the physical stimulus properties per se: P1
is only modulated by the stimulus properties when these features are relevant for early
categorization or when the sounds are targets in the listeners’ task. Rather, P1 reflects
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inhibition of task-irrelevant stimuli and/or networks. (Note, however that this hypothesis was
put forward for the visual P1.) According to the inhibition hypothesis, larger P1 would be
expected for the background sounds and not for the foreground sounds as the baseline
hypothesis suggests. The results of Study IV are compatible with the inhibition hypothesis.
When participants perceived timbre A in the foreground, sounds with the timbre B acted as
distractors (and vice versa). Therefore, perceiving a coherent falling A stream, B sounds might
have been suppressed and, as a consequence, they elicited higher P1 compared to the falling A
sounds. In contrast, in the rising percept we don’t find this difference between timbre A and B
sounds as they constructed together the integrated percept (and no inhibition of the sounds
was needed). However this interpretation is put into doubt by the results of Study III where
the first A tone and the B tone of the ABA triplet elicited larger P1 when the percept was
segregated. One possible explanation can be based on the fact that during the segregated
percept, one of the two tones is part of the foreground, whereas the other is part of the
background, and the foreground-background can switch both within and between segregated
phases. If both the A and the B stream was perceived as background for sufficient proportion
of time during the segregated phases (either by switching foreground and background within
listeners or by some listeners predominantly perceiving one while others the other as
background), then P1’s for both of these tones could have been enhanced at the group level.
Unfortunately, Study III provided no information regarding the selection of foreground within
the segregated phases. It is also possible that the P1 modulations observed in the two studies
may reflect partly different or interacting underlying effects, as the paradigms are not directly
comparable. P1 is generally regarded as a component involved in feature extraction (see e.g.,
Näätänen & Winkler, 1999). Thus it is possible that the P1 enhancement reflects a modulation
of feature extraction stream during segregation, or even the inhibition of this process for
background sounds within the segregated sound organization. Therefore, further studies are
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required regarding the P1 effects found in these two studies. Regardless of the precise
theoretical interpretation, these studies showed that the percept influenced the sound
processing as early as 70 ms from stimulus onset.
Percept-dependent processing of irregular sounds
There are several studies indicating that deviant sound processing follows the
dominant percept (Rahne et al., 2007; Sussman et al., 1998, 1999; Winkler et al., 2003a;
Winkler et al., 2003b; Winkler et al., 2003c; Winkler et al., 2005). Most of these studies
investigated the MMN elicitation corresponding to conscious perception (but see Winkler et
al., 2005). However in the study of Ross et al. (1996) MMN elicitation did not match the
listener’s percept. Rather, it followed the acoustic make-up of the sounds. Similarly, our
results in Study IV showed that MMN elicitation did not follow the perceptual organization of
the sounds. Rather, it followed the physical arrangement supporting that MMN is not directly
related to auditory stream segregation. This result is consistent with results of other studies
demonstrating dissociation between perception and MMN elicitation (Sussman et al., 2002;
Takegata et al., 2005; van Zuijen et al., 2006).
Some other ERP components displayed percept-related differences in processing
irregular sounds. In Winkler et al.’ (2005) study, the auditory streaming paradigm was used
with occasional sound omissions. They found an enhanced frontocentrally negative difference
for the omission deviants when integration was perceived compared to the segregated percept.
The observed ERP component peaked at 176 ms from the onset of the expected tone. In Study
III, we found similar effects for our frequency-deviant tones: Deviant tones encountered
during experiencing the integrated percept elicited larger N2 than those encountered during
the segregated percept. In contrast, the P3a component was larger during segregation than
integration. This result might reflect the perceptual salience of the deviant tones in the two
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cases. In a heterogeneous set of sounds (integrated streams contained two types of tones), a
deviant sound may catch less attention, because a wider frequency range is covered by the
auditory system. Both N2 and P3a are regarded as electrophysiological correlates of processes
evaluating the contextual relevance of incoming sounds. Whereas the N2 component is
regarded as an index of stimulus classification (Ritter et al., 1979), the P3a has been suggested
to reflect attentional switching (Escera et al., 2000; Friedman et al., 2001; Polich, 2007;
Schröger, 1996), awareness of the participants that an unexpected event has occurred (Leppert
et al., 2003), or contextual evaluation of novelty (Horváth et al., 2008). Our N2 finding might
be explained by considering the position of the deviant tones. In Study III, deviants were
always placed in the third position of the ABA triplets. Within this paradigm, when the
sequence is perceived as integrated, the third tone defines the end of the repeating pattern. In
contrast, when segregation is perceived, a continuous flow of sounds is heard and the
information about the position is lost. Therefore deviation at the end of the triplets might be
more relevant than in an arbitrary position within a homogeneous sequence. This could have
caused the more negative N2 response for the integrated than for the segregated deviants. In
summary irregular sound processing is strongly influenced by the current percept as was
reflected by the N2 and P3a components.
A new stimulus paradigm for investigating auditory multistability
Study IV presented listeners with a multistable auditory stimulus sequence based on
Wessel’s (1979) stimulus configuration. In this paradigm sounds of two different timbres
were alternated. Within this paradigm, integration is defined as the perception of a coherent
pattern composed of alternating timbres, whereas segregation as the perception of patterns
with homogeneous timbres. The behavioral results found in Study IV showed similarities to
studies employing variants of the auditory streaming paradigm (Bendixen et al., 2013;
Bendixen et al., 2010; Bőhm et al., 2013; Denham et al., 2014; Denham et al., 2010, 2013;
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Pressnitzer & Hupé, 2006; Roberts et al., 2002). Participants reported perceptual switching
throughout the stimulus blocks. Using timbre difference between the sounds, participants
were able to easily decide which sound organization they perceived in the foreground.
Participants’ subjective report was that when they heard two streams only one of the timbres
was perceived in the foreground. Therefore we suggest that this paradigm is a possible tool
for investigating foreground-background discrimination with the advantages of bi-/multistable
auditory stimulus configurations, that is, different perceptual foreground-background
configurations without corresponding changes in the stimuli.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we found that both spectral and temporal-structure-based cues can
induce auditory stream segregation. The fact that unfamiliar melodies induced stream
segregation brings up the possibility that tonality analysis may influence auditory stream
segregation. The nature of these processes requires further experiments. Our results showed
multiple interactions between the processing of incoming sounds and the currently dominant
representation of the sound sequence. Early effects of perceptual modulation in the ERP
components reflected in the P1 and N1 occurred for regular sounds. Our results for the P1
suggest that enhancement of this component reflects inhibition of background tones rather
than attention towards foreground tones. The processing of irregularity was affected in a later,
evaluation stage, as reflected by modulations of the N2 and P3a ERP components. We have
also tested a new auditory multistability paradigm for investigating the foregroundbackground decomposition of auditory scenes. With this paradigm, percept-dependent
modulation of the P1 was obtained, yet MMN elicitation was independent of the percept.
Future studies should be conducted to clarify the relationship between the representations
underlying the MMN ERP component and those involved in conscious perception.
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